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Executive Summary
This report aims to help the Green Building Certification Institute (GBCI) better utilize data
related to the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating
System. LEED is a voluntary certification program administered by GBCI, a 501c non-profit
organization. The rating system is designed to evaluate building design, construction, and
operation across an array of environmental performance criteria including site selection, energy
and water use, material waste, and indoor environmental quality. GBCI administers certification
only after conducting a thorough review of project documentation.
Our analysis sought to provide GBCI with an analysis of the registration to application process,
seeking to determine if there were any factors that led projects to be more or less likely to submit
an application and how quickly that action would occur. The most important part of the budget
process at GBCI is forecasting the number of projects that will formally apply. This drives staff
levels and resource allocation, a critically important measure for a non-profit organization
operating under tight funding constraints. The organization would like to have some idea of what
its budget will be for the next year, along with the necessary staff to accommodate projects
seeking certification. Setting a budget too low means that current GBCI staff will face some
strain in completing all necessary tasks, and setting a budget too high means wasting money and
hiring un-needed staff.
Customers go through a multi-step process to achieve certification as shown in Appendix A. The
present challenge is that customers are completing the initial registration step at a rapidly
increasing pace, from only a few hundred registrations in 2005 to over 2,000 in 2008, and the
trend into the future is for continued growth in demand. However, the follow-through on
actually applying is low and the ratings systems have been changing quickly. Most importantly,
more than 75% of GBCI’s revenues are derived from the corresponding fee associated with
application.
Our analysis included a rigorous data exploration process which looked at all the variables as
potential predictors for application status. Data was provided by GBCI and covered all projects
(about 30,000 records) registered from 2000 to October 2009. Utilizing data visualization tools
such as Spotfire and Excel, we determined the most likely predictor variables. Due to the
complexity of the task at hand, a regression analysis that would have provided GBCI with a
continuous Y variable (i.e., a method to plug in known data about a project to provide an
estimate time when it would be registered) was rejected—there were just too many projects that
never moved to application to make such an analysis feasible. We then looked at categorical
variables such as “register within 12 months” and “register with 12 – 24 months.” Both
Discriminant Analysis and Logistic Regressions were run, but the models were unable to predict
any projects as being a “yes” based on current data. In the end, a modified approach was used.
The probabilities that each project would be a “yes” were computed out of a Logistic Regression,
and those probabilities were then used to compute an Expected Value of each project. This
provided us with a “ballpark” figure for GBCI to use to set its budget for the next year.
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Technical Summary
The data available for this analysis came from GBCI's SAP database, and was provided by
GBCI as two separate exports with data as far back as 2000. The first file is a comprehensive
spreadsheet with nearly 30,000 records and 22 columns. This file represents all projects that have
at least registered. The second file is an export of all application transactions. These are the
projects where GBCI has collected the application fee. This contains the date the fee was paid
and is critical for the analysis. In order to analyze registration and application data together,
these spreadsheets were merged using Spotfire through a unique identifier, 'Project ID.'
GBCI’s data is complete for all certification applications, but is not without challenges. The most
obvious is the fact that the variable to be predicted (Application Date) is present for a very small
percentage of the total records (of the nearly 30,000 registered projects, only about 6,000 have
applied for certification). To do any comprehensive analysis, the remaining (registered, but not
yet applied) records must be considered. Additionally, the data is quite complex. For instance,
there are five different types of LEED rating system (to measure five different types of
buildings), each with a unique number of versions (for example LEED-NC has versions 2.0, 2.1,
2.2, and 2009, while LEED-Schools only has version 2007 and 2009).
The data did contain some outliers, particularly for project size. Some projects had entered '1'
for building square footage, while others had entered '999999999'. This could be due to the fact
that the project size was not known to the customer at the time of registration. Fortunately, this
represented a small number of records and they were removed.
To begin the analysis we created some new variables. One was a variable that simply displayed
whether or not a project had actually applied. Another included the length of time between
registration date and the end of the certification version (systems became more stringent over
time). Most importantly we captured the length of time between initial registration and
application date for those projects that did apply. The summary statistics for that measure are
provided in Appendix C.
We then determined a few baseline statistics. First, the overall number of projects that
historically moved from registration to application was determined, followed by summary
statistics of how long on average it took. The total number of projects that moved from
registration to application was 6,595, or 24.62% of all projects within the data set and can be
seen in Appendix E – Application Rate. Of these 6,595, 33% submitted their application within 1
year of registration, 35% within 2 years, and a little less than 15% within 3 years. This can be
seen in Appendix F. In all, roughly 83% of all projects that submitted an application did so
within 3 years. Intervals of one, two and three years were chosen because GBCI does their
budgeting on a yearly basis.
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With these baselines determined, the nearly 30,000 records of LEED Certification were then
explored to determine if there were any patterns that existed between variables such as Owner
Type, Project Size and Months Before Registration Closes and whether or not a project actually
applied. Variable types that seemed to have some variation were Owner Type, Gross Square
Footage, and Months Before Registration Closes. To make the analysis more manageable, the
Gross Square Footage column data was binned into 5 categories, and the Month Before Close
was also binned.
Owner type showed a clear pattern in regards to whether or not a project submitted an
application and how fast it took. Private organizations moved to the application stage at a higher
rate than other groups, and did so faster than average. Not surprisingly, government projects,
especially U.S. Federal Government, moved slower than average and at lower rates.

Additionally, we were able to see that the closer a registration came to the closing of a
certification registration window the less likely the customer was to proceed to application.
Dean used his domain knowledge to theorize that a lot of people register in the final days to be
grandfathered in under older systems as the newer ones remove loopholes and become more
stringent.
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Despite the patterns that emerged, there was no “silver bullet” factor that allowed us to compute
a straightforward model that would provide GBCI with an easy way to predict how many and
which projects would move to the application stage within the next year. We initially tried a few
models on the data. The most seriously considered model that wasn’t used was a logistic
regression for a numerical Y. We had attempted to predict the number of months between
registration and application for GBCI. However, given the budgeting cycles there was an extra
step required and our model’s performance was not very compelling.
However, we felt that utilizing a Classification method for prediction would allow us to come up
with a probability that each project would submit an application. The opportunity to use
classification, and its associated probabilities, made a lot more sense for this application. There
are a finite number of classes and the probabilities are useful for the business. While not perfect,
a simple probability could then be used to assist in the budgeting process by allowing GBCI to
compute an Expected Value of each project.
For the first step, we removed the data from 2009, as our first output variable would be “submit
an application with 12 months.” Since not all projects registered in 2009 had yet been “in
process” for a full 12 months, their “no” responses might skew the data. With the 2009 data
removed, we created dummy variables for owner type and binned square footage. A logistic
regression was run with .5 as the cut-off value using a training and validation. Not surprisingly,
the Logistic Regression classified all records as being a “No” within 12 months. However, our
goal was not to predict whether these projects would be a “yes”, but to get the probability,
however low. To achieve a higher degree of accuracy, insignificant predictors were dropped and
the model was re-run. The final predictors used in the model were Profit_Org, all of the square
footage binned categories except for Greater than 300,000, and the Months before registration
closes for between 6 to 9 and 9 to 12 months.
Once the probabilities were computed, we then looked at all registrations from 2008. Each record
was assigned a probability based on the regression equation, and that probability was then
multiplied by the fees each project would submit if it did indeed move to the next step. An
expected value was then computed based on this data. The expected value based on a weighted
average of fees (member/non-member) totaled around $6 million.
The above method could then be re-computed for the 12-24 month time period (excluding 2008
registrations), and the 24-36 month time period (excluding 2007 – 2009 registrations). In sum,
the resource manager at GBCI could apply these methods to all outstanding projects at the end of
year to help provide a picture of how much revenue would be generated, thus assisting with the
budgeting process.
GBCI could also alter the cutoff value that we used in the classification if there is greater fund of
over or underestimating budget. It did not appear that there was a substantial difference. We
would recommend that GBCI use this model as input to its budgeting process. It could be
compared against the 2009 budget to determine its accuracy there. Additionally, it could be
tweaked in the future as more information comes in.
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Appendix A – Leed Process

Appendix B – Data Dictionary

Appendix C – One Good Graph

Appendix C – Selected Summary Statistics of Months Between Registration & Application
Within 12 Months: Registration to Application
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Appendix D – Model Performance

Appendix E – Sample Probabilities & Expected Values Per Project

